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Imagine: If one of the universal constants, the strong nuclear force which holds protons and 
neutrons together, had been greater by 2% than it actually is, protons would have bound together in pairs. 
While this state of matter doesn’t exist in our universe, had things been different, all protons would have 
bound up in di-proton nuclei shortly after the Big Bang. One of the protons would have changed into a 
neutron, the pair becoming deuterium. These deuterium nuclei would then have paired off to form helium 
the consequence being, that most ordinary matter in the universe would have been helium, not hydrogen. 
Stars would not have fused hydrogen to helium, nor would water have been produced - the universal 
solvent. 

 
A solvent is a liquid substance capable of dissolving or dispersing one or more other substances. 

Water can dissolve more substances than any other solvent. No other substance comes even close to 
water’s capabilities. Nontoxic, water is the carrier of life-giving substances. In fact, only it makes all life 
possible. While water seems to be chemically simple – it is composed of only two hydrogen atoms 
wedded to an oxygen atom –  it is actually an enormously unusual substance. Yet it is not a reactive one, 
that is, it does not consume the dissolved substances as other solvents do. And life precisely depends on 
these unique properties of water. 

 
Galactic water molecules are moving very slowly due to the cold. When two of them meet, they 

stick together, that is the opposite charges of hydrogen atoms vs. oxygen attract and thus form the weak 
hydrogen  bond. The result is ice. 

 
Yet this attraction, water’s hydrogen bonds, keeps water liquid through a wider range of 

temperature than found for any other molecule of its size. Relatively high heat is required to dissolve 
multiple hydrogen bonds, that is to convert water to vapor. The evaporation of sweat, a mammalian 
means of cooling, is accomplished by the amount of heat generated by the body. 

 
Water’s thermal parameters are different from other substances. Most compounds contract as 

they cool and expand on being heated. Water is no different, but only just before it freezes. At +4º C it  
begins to expand, even when getting colder. By the time it becomes ice, it is actually less dense than 
liquid water and thus floats instead of sinking. Were this not the case, life on Earth (or elsewhere) would 
be impossible. If all bodies of water would freeze from the bottom up (if ice were denser than liquid water 
and would be sinking), no sea or lake-bottom ecologies could survive. Once frozen, bodies of water would 
remain frozen forever! However, freezing from the top down insulates the water below from further 
freezing and permits rapid thawing. 

If water’s density would have been higher, it would have increased the weight of organisms, 
limiting their size and mobility. A fraction heavier and aquatic life forms would float to the surface; a 
fraction lighter and they would have sunk to the bottom. 

 
Water can store large amounts of heat, thus the oceans’ heat absorbing capacity moderates 

global climate. Sea temps vary only a third as much as land temperatures. Ocean currents carry and 
distribute that heat to other areas around the globe. Evaporation from the oceans and other bodies of 
water produces clouds, which carry their load of water over land areas, precipitating in rain, snow or hail. 
Where there is no precipitation, there is little if any life. Rivers carry precipitation back to the oceans - and 
thus it continues - the water cycle. 

 
Water’s high surface tension permits it to enter rock crevasses. Since it expands on freezing it 

breaks rocks apart, frees from them and nearly dissolves all known chemicals to at least a minimal extent. 
It distributes these diverse chemicals through the environment, of which more than 33 can be found in the 
oceans. The process dissolving rocks produces soil, without which no plant life would be possible, thus 
no agriculture. Its high surface tension draws water up through the soil within reach of plant roots and 



from there up immense trunks to leaves and even the needles of the giant Sequoia sempervirens. 
 
 Its low viscosity, one of the lowest of any fluid, enables it to penetrate and carry nutrients 

through cell walls. Had water a higher viscosity, circulatory systems as we know them, could not have 
evolved. If its  viscosity were higher, no microorganisms, cells or fishes would be able to swim through 
this more viscous medium. 

Diffusion rates in water are very short, but only over short distances, enabling oxygen and 
nutrients to diffuse to cells in a capillary system extremely quickly – but only because water’s viscosity is 
so low. This enables small organisms to ingest nutrients and discharge waste by diffusion. Both make for 
efficient metabolisms. Without these two characteristics larger or higher life forms would be impossible. 
We, a “higher” life form, virtually depend on this multitude of microorganisms! 

 
Isn’t it wondrous that 70% water, some carbon and a few trace elements can make a human 

being, and with slight variations, all of life. 
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